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Are you looking for high-quality medical equipment and supplies in New Zealand? If so, you should check out Medspares, a leading online store that offers a wide range of products for various healthcare needs. Whether you need diagnostic tools, surgical instruments, ECG Machines, autoclaves, or even hospital beds Medspares has it all.  Medspares is a trusted and reliable source of medical equipment and supplies in New Zealand that sells to NZ and the Pacific. They have been in the industry for over 20 years, providing excellent customer service and fast delivery. They work with reputable manufacturers and suppliers from around the world, ensuring that their products meet the highest standards of quality and safety. They also offer competitive prices and discounts for bulk orders.  Medspares is your one-stop shop for all your medical equipment and supplies needs. You can browse their website and find products from various categories.  Medspares is a family-owned business that has been supplying quality and affordable medical equipment for more than three decades. The company was established in 1986 by Anne and Fraser McDougall, who had experience in training bio-medical technicians for the World Health Organisation. They saw a gap in the market for reliable medical equipment in the South Pacific region, where they faced harsh tropical conditions. Medspares is based on the Kapiti Coast, near Wellington, New Zealand. Medspares Pacific has a loyal customer base in the South Pacific, where it received an Export Commendation from the New Zealand Trade Development Board in 1997. Medspares prides itself on its small but effective operation, which allows it to offer unbeatable service to its customers. The company has a dedicated team that understands the needs of its customers and provides consistent support throughout the relationship. Medspares guarantees the robustness and durability of all its products, which have proven to perform well in both tropical and temperate climates.  Medspares is the best place to buy medical equipment and supplies in New Zealand. You can order online from their website here or call them at 0800 99 00 24 for any inquiries.  Don’t miss this opportunity to get the best medical equipment and supplies in New Zealand from Medspares. Visit their website today and start shopping! 
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